
Genuine Hyundai Cabin Air Filter  designed and  
rigorously tested to ensure optimum performance

Use Genuine Parts

Use Genuine Hyundai Parts for Your Hyundai Vehicle. 
It’s reliable and dependable. 

Hyundai builds the highest quality standards into all its parts. 
Hyundai’s genuine parts are developed through various and 
stringent tests, based on years of research and engineering to 
ensure the perfect fit and longevity for your vehicle.  Using 
Hyundai-approved genuine parts can help in the validity of 
your vehicle’s warranty with excellent durability results.

Basic Information

Also: 

Dust captured in any cabin air filter causes a gradual 
reduction in air flow over the working life of the part, 
resulting in a loss of engine performance and poor fuel 
consumption.

To provide optimal air flow to the engine.

*Some photos in this catalog/leaflet have been taken under controlled conditions 
while others have not. Colors and images displayed are subjected to printing 
limitations and are approximations only. Images displayed in this catalog/leaflet may 
differ slightly from the actual color and product specifications. 
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Always Ask for Genuine

Always look for the smiley sticker
to avoid counterfeit parts.

HYUNDAI

Order and buy genuine parts from
authorized Hyundai dealerships. 

CABIN AIR FILTER

The quality of the cabin air filter cannot be judged merely
by appearance. Only genuine Hyundai cabin air filters are
designed and engineered specifically for your Hyundai
 vehicle. For trouble-free driving, always ask for genuine
Hyundai Cabin Air filter. 

“Genuine Hyundai Cabin Air Filter is
Designed and Rigorously Tested for Your Safety”



The main application for cabin air filters is
combustion air to engines.

Cabin Air Filter

Heat Resilience Test
During the heat flame resilience test, counterfeit cabin air 
filter caught on fire much faster and easier than the genuine 
cabin air filter.

Figure 4. Heat-flame resilience testFigure 3. A closer look at the filtering paper of the cabin air filter 

Dust Filtering Rate 
The cabin air filter cleans the air that comes into the 
interior through the AC/heating and ventilation. Clogged 

with dust and grime, it may contribute to
unwanted air pollution and make riding
in a car unpleasant, especially if you
have allergies.   

Genuine cabin air filter shows high
performance in filtering than
counterfeit cabin air filter.  

Figure 5. A closer look at the air filtering  performance

GENUINE PARTS COUNTERFEIT PARTS

Figure 1. Genuine cabin air filter picture with dust filtering test illustration

Dust Filtering Test

GENUINE PARTS COUNTERFEIT PARTS

GENUINE PARTS COUNTERFEIT PARTS

Figure 2. Counterfeit cabin air filter with dust filtering test illustration; 
notice the upside down misprinted type for this particular counterfeit part.

The cabin air filter is placed in the outside air intake for the vehicle’s passenger compartment for air filtration. Clogged or 
dirty air filters can significantly reduce air flow from the cabin vents, as well as introduce allergens into the cabin air 
stream. Unlike counterfeit cabin air filter that lacks superior dust filtering performance, genuine cabin air filter removes 
dust from the exterior of the vehicle more efficiently.  

GENUINE VS. COUNTERFEIT PARTS 


